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Global Warming Song

The sky seems normal, but it...
The sun isn't so.

Shining, but there's not much snow.
So water's scare, and many crops won't grow. The wind keeps blowing, and tornados rise.

Glaciers are melting, while the jungles burning can observe.
Corals die. The coast lines cure the skies. The change that's

to Coda after D.S. & repeats

Corals die. The coast lines cure the skies. The change that's

to Coda after D.S. & repeats

Corals die. The coast lines cure the skies. The change that's

to Coda after D.S. & repeats

Corals die. The coast lines cure the skies. The change that's

to Coda after D.S. & repeats

Corals die. The coast lines cure the skies. The change that's

Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
to Coda after D.S. & repeats

Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
to Coda after D.S. & repeats

Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
to Coda after D.S. & repeats

Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
to Coda after D.S. & repeats
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to Coda after D.S. & repeats

Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
to Coda after D.S. & repeats

Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
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Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
to Coda after D.S. & repeats

Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
to Coda after D.S. & repeats

Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
to Coda after D.S. & repeats

Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
to Coda after D.S. & repeats

Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
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Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
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Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
to Coda after D.S. & repeats

Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
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Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
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Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
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Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
to Coda after D.S. & repeats

Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
to Coda after D.S. & repeats

Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
to Coda after D.S. & repeats

Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
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Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
to Coda after D.S. & repeats

Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
to Coda after D.S. & repeats

Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
to Coda after D.S. & repeats

Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
to Coda after D.S. & repeats

Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
to Coda after D.S. & repeats

Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
to Coda after D.S. & repeats

Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
to Coda after D.S. & repeats

Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
to Coda after D.S. & repeats
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Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
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Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
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Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
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Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
to Coda after D.S. & repeats

Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
to Coda after D.S. & repeats

Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
to Coda after D.S. & repeats

Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
to Coda after D.S. & repeats

Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
to Coda after D.S. & repeats

Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
to Coda after D.S. & repeats

Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
to Coda after D.S. & repeats

Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
to Coda after D.S. & repeats

Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
to Coda after D.S. & repeats

Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
to Coda after D.S. & repeats

Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
to Coda after D.S. & repeats

Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
to Coda after D.S. & repeats

Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
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Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
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Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
to Coda after D.S. & repeats

Shrink within a sea that's high. Coming's hard to realize.
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The sky seems
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The sun is shining but there's not much

Gla-ciers are melt-ing, while the
corals die. And coast lines

shrink within a sea that's high.
All our futures, All our futures, All our futures, All our futures.
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